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The Everything To Do With Sex Show is a safe 
environment where you are invited to be educated by 
our experts, entertained by our performers, intrigued 
by demonstrations and wowed by our selection of 
products and services available at the Show. 

From the Producers of

Did you know that “Red” is the universal safeword? Consent is important in our promise of a safe 
environment. All attendees, exhibitors, performers, staff and special guests are to be treated with 
respect. If you experience or witness a consent incident, please notify show management immediately. 
Our complete consent policy can be found on our website tabooshow.com – or ask one of our staff!

Today’s more open views on sex and relationships is exactly what The Everything To Do With Sex Show 
has been striving for, and we will continue to embrace and encourage the ever-changing view on what 
is Taboo. 

We thank you for your continued support!
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Everyone is curious to know what a swinger club is like. In Calgary 
alone there are already FIVE clubs and from coast to coast you can 
find plenty more! Over the years I have noticed a major increase in 
sex/swinger clubs opening and more events than ever to attend! It’s 
not surprising that more people are intrigued by the idea of being 
guests at such a place. Society as a whole is opening up to sexuality 
again and many desire to have an open relationship - or at least want 
to watch steamy sex taking place at an erotic venue.
 
We have attended many clubs in our province as well as hotel 
takeovers and large events in the US. We love what clubs have to 
offer and how they can cater to exactly what an individual is looking 
for. Generally, Swinger-Lifestyle clubs will offer on-premise or off-
premise play. On-premise means play can happen at the venue and 
off-premise means no play.
 
An interesting fact about Swinger Clubs in Canada is they were only 
made legal in 2005! Before that they could be charged or shut down 
by the government. “Most sex clubs in the U.S. and Canada do not 
serve alcohol because of restrictive state requirements associated 
with a liquor license, but some allow customers to bring their own. 
 
Rules vary from club to club but there are a few that are top leaders 
amongst them all. Those ones are:

 

Just like rules each club has a niche that they cater to. Some may 
focus on satisfying fetishes, some may be the party scene others 
may be based on education and learning. It helps to do research to 
see what events are going on to find the best evening for you. In our 
city I know there is at least one event happening a week if not more. 
Don’t fall into a rut! Explore!
 

All About
Swinger 
Lifestyle
Clubs

As mentioned, these clubs can be found everywhere! You’d be 
surprised to know many are right under your nose and you have no 
clue! Finding them isn’t that hard, especially with the internet. I 
suggest googling your city + swinger lifestyle club and voila! I’m sure 
something will come up! If you live in a smaller city or town and find 
nothing, try searching in a larger city nearby. Or start hosting parties 
of your own!
 
The next thing people want to know...WHO GOES TO THESE 
PLACES?!?! What is the age range? What type of couples? What do 
they wear? So many people email me saying they cannot attend our 
events because they are too old at 40 years young...UMM HELLO! 
That is average age!
 
Who attends? Everyone! Honestly every age, body type, relationship 
type. Some clubs may have more of a niche than others, but trying to 
nail down a “type” is impossible. If you are worried you will not be 
accepted, email the owners directly and talk to them.
 
So next step - you decide to attend! You did some research, found 
an event that looks fun and RSVP’d. Some things to keep in mind 
before you leave for your magical evening:
 
1.   Personal Grooming - take pride in how you look, feel, smell - it 

doesn’t go unnoticed!
2.  Be up front about your boundaries and rules - don’t be shy about 

communicating them and incorporating them in your conversations 
with others.

3. Don’t drink and drive!
4.  Communicate before you go! Talk about what you want to 

experience together, what is a NO, what you are fantasizing about 
seeing or doing...SO IMPORTANT!

5.   What if you see someone you know? Well, to be frank, you are all 
there for the same reason. To enjoy yourself, explore and NOT be 
outed. Be respectful, be pleasant, say hi, break the ice. It is what 
it is and at least you know you aren’t the only kinky one in your 
friend/work/mom group!

 
Note for Newbies: If you are new to the club scene I highly suggest 
communicating that! Every person there had their first time as well 
and most will be welcoming, talkative and informative! When we 
attended our first LS club we shared that it was our first time and 
everyone was so nice and welcoming. It’s a great ice breaker for 
your first time and guaranteed to kick off some good conversation!
 
And that’s my thoughts on Swinger Lifestyle clubs! I hope that 
by reading this you understand that these places are actually 
something very special. I cannot go to just any club or bar and be 
who I am. In the LS clubs women are welcoming, kind and accepting, 
consent is key and communication is everywhere! You only do what 
you are comfortable doing and have the opportunity to connect with 
some pretty awesome people along the way.

By: Taara 
from

Xoxox -Taara
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main stage schedule

FRIDAY
6:30 PM Welcome to the Show and Prize Giveaway with Karla Marx 
7:00 PM Oasis Aqua Shop Fashion Show featuring the Oasis Aqua Flirts
8:00 PM Crowns of Burlesque
8:30 PM Desire & Temptation: Win a Cancun Vacation
9:00 PM Electric Circus
10:00 PM Canadian Sexy Males
11:00 PM Miss BumBum North America Contest: Toronto Semi Finals

SATURDAY
2:30 PM Welcome to the Show and Prize Giveaway with Karla Marx
3:00 PM Oasis Aqua Shop Fashion Show featuring The Oasis Aqua Flirts
4:00 PM Electric Circus
5:00 PM Canadian Sexy Males
6:00 PM Crowns of Burlesque
7:00 PM Drag Show
8:00 PM Electric Circus
8:30 PM Desire & Temptation: Win a Cancun Vacation
9:00 PM Crowns of Burlesque
10:00 PM Canadian Sexy Males
11:00 PM Miss BumBum North America Contest: Toronto Finals

SUNDAY
1:30 PM Welcome to the Show and Prize Giveaway with Karla Marx
2:00 PM Oasis Aqua Shop Fashion Show featuring the Oasis Aqua Flirts
3:00 PM Drag Show
4:00 PM Crowns of Burlesque
5:00 PM Canadian Sexy Males



The evolution of power.

NOW 
AVAILABLE

Wand by We-Vibe™
 

cordless body massager

Wand is the most advanced massager ever: ultra-powerful,  
ergonomic design, responsive controls and long-distance  
connectivity that makes it the perfect fit to use together.
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seminar schedule
FRIDAY
6:30 PM Orgasms: Bigger, Better, Multiples! with Carlyle Jansen
7:30 PM Mind-Blowing Oral: Clitoral Edition with Dr. Jess
8:30 PM The Science of Passionate Relationships with Dr. Jess
9:30 PM Pleasure the Penis! with Dr. Jess
10:30 PM Incredible Anal Sex with Carlyle Jansen

SATURDAY
1:30 PM Intro to Kinky Sex with Luna Matatas
2:30 PM Mind-Blowing Oral: Clitoral Edition with Dr. Jess
3:30 PM The Science of Passionate Relationships with Dr. Jess
4:30 PM Pleasure the Penis! with Dr. Jess
5:30 PM Orgasms: Bigger, Better, Multiples! with Carlyle Jansen
6:30 PM Incredible Anal Sex with Carlyle Jansen
7.30 PM Mind-Blowing Oral: Clitoral Edition with Dr. Jess
8:30 PM Pleasure the Penis! with Dr. Jess
9:30 PM Orgasms: Bigger, Better, Multiples! with Carlyle Jansen
10:30 PM Incredible Anal Sex with Carlyle Jansen

SUNDAY
1:30 PM Orgasms: Bigger, Better, Multiples! with Carlyle Jansen
2:30 PM Mind-Blowing Oral: Clitoral Edition with Dr. Jess
3:30 PM Mindful Sex with Dr. Jess
4:30 PM Incredible Anal Sex with Carlyle Jansen
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kink seminar theatre
FRIDAY
6:45 PM How to Have a Threesome with Luna Matatas

7:45 PM LoveStoned with Carlen Costa

8:45 PM Your First Visit To A Sex Club presented by Fatima Mechtab and Judy Kaye

9:45 PM Sensual Spanking with Morgan Thorne

10:45 PM  How To Get The Sex YOU Want with ASPECC

SATURDAY
2:45 PM LoveStoned with Carlen Costa

3:45 PM Sensual Spanking with Morgan Thorne

4:45 PM Exploring Kink As A Couple with Hermes Project

5:45 PM How to Have a Threesome with Luna Matatas

6:45 PM We Love Dating (And Other Lies) with Somebody Date Us

7:45 PM Talk About Sex with Carlen Costa

8:45 PM Clitoral Stimulation: A Girls True BFF with Acsexorise

9:45 PM Your First Visit To A Sex Club presented by Fatima Mechtab and Judy Kaye

10:45 PM How To Get The Sex YOU Want with ASPECC

SUNDAY
1:45 PM LoveStoned with Carlen Costa

2:45 PM Your First Visit To A Sex Club presented by Fatima Mechtab and Judy Kaye

3:45 PM Delicious Dominance Skills with Luna Matatas

4:45 PM We Love Dating (And Other Lies) with Somebody Date Us



FOOD & 
BEVERAGE 

SNACK 
BAR

SEMINAR THEATRE

STAGE

KINK SEMINAR THEATRE

STAGE
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thank you to our sponsors

floor plan & exhibitors

MAIN STAGE
Entertainment Sponsored by



0690 Art House 804
Acsexercise 917/919
Alchemy Centre 623-627
ASPECC 624/626
Attitude Line Inc. 912
Art Provocateur Gallery 704/706

Bamboo 4 Life 412
Bamboo Tattoo Studio 718/720
BARE Restraints 613/615

Beauty 4 Life 809
BDSMemo.com 926
Bionyx Care 418
Blacko Lingerie 414/416
Bliss 529 Block
Body Mods 729 Block
BOA Toys 920
Boy Butter 725
Canadian Sexy Males 135
Canada’s Toy Box 514/516
Carlen Costa 812
Champagne Room, The 509/511
Cocktails with LA 803
Comfort Corner Corp. 409
Good For Her 911
Club M4 703/705
Coquette 618/620
Dab Skincare 707
Dare 2 B Naughty 411
Dicks with Wicks 914
Dr. Chen 515
Dr. Jess 808
Dream Belts 310/312
Dyanna Dreams 936/938
Emperor Beard 420
Erotic Art Exhibit 208/303
European Lingerie 427 Block
Exotic Cars by Lee 101-111
Fantasia 924
Fleurotics 621
Fluffer Designs 622
FRAEM 428
Get Furry 818
Hermes Project 934
Happy Bees 922
Inlighten Co. 222
International Paintball Group 608
Jay Holdings Inc. 604/606
Kinky Miss Lingerie 717
Lafuhqe 224
Leather Design Studio 133
Little Sisters 811 Block

Lockbox Leather 510
Lovedreamer 810/909
Love Shop 325 Block
Lovewinx 609
Lozman 320
Luna Matatas 913
Man’s World Products Inc. 137
Massage Ladies, The 628
Miss BumBum 121-125
Morgan Thorne 932

NoMore WetSpot 321
Nuovo 603 Block;202/301
NYX Lounge 820
NuruPlay 519
Oasis Aqualounge 317 Block
Obsessive Lingerie Canada 629/631
OES Wellness Group Inc. 814/816; 719
Original Resorts 419
Osh Beauty 532
O Zone, The 309 Block
Pjur 907
Predire Paris Canada 708/807
Private Packs 918
Psychic Readings 805
Pure Romance by Melissa Melnyk 915
Pumped Inc. 129
R’ Lil Secret 314/316
RedFern Enterprise 417
Reef Agency 127
Remington Medical 513
SciFeye Candy 916
Scentsy 611
SDC Lifestyle Lounge 309 Block
Sex Doll Canada 521/523
Sex Juice 928
Sexy Surprise 522-526
Smoke Effex 709 Block
Spank 817/819
Stag Shop 617 Block
Star Creations 422-426
Stellar & Co. 415
Sweet Adult 421 Block
TerribleToyShop.ca 727
Triesco 318
Vitality Assurance Vacations/
Livingstone Golf Resort

710

Way Point Vacation 410
We-Vibe 903
Women/Men At Large 525/527
Womanizer 905
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RECIPE BY

YOU’LL NEED:

• ½ cup Organic MCT coconut oil, infused (we suggest a high-THC strain)
• Organic vitamin E oil
• 5 drops Peppermint essential oil
• 1 drop black pepper essential oil
• Vessel equipped with a dispensing mechanism (eye dropper, pump, etc)

DIRECTIONS:

•  Start with room temp ingredients. Mix your liquid MCT coconut oil, vitamin E oil and 
drops of essential oils. Whisk thoroughly until combined.

• Pour into your vessel
• Enjoy!
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How to Have Hot Sex in 
Long-Term Relationships 

If you want to keep your relationship hot over the long-term…
1. Make your daily interactions more erotic. 

You are not a light switch. You can’t go from talking about the 
mundane (e.g. your grocery bill or whether or not little Johnny is 
constipated) to tearing one another’s clothes off. So if you want 
more passion and excitement in your relationships, you’re going to 
want to weave eroticism throughout your day, week, and month.

Now this doesn’t mean every time I eat a banana, you need to offer 
sexualized commentary (e.g. “oh yeah – you eat that banana”), but 
it means being more playful and flirtatious even as you deal with 
the mundane tasks of the day to day.

2. Take turns initiating sex.

It’s not uncommon for the task of initiating sex to become one-
sided in long term relationships and this imbalance can take a toll 
in a very short period of time. If you want your partner to initiate 
more, here are a few tips:

Show and tell. Let them know exactly how you want it. ‘I want you 
to initiate isn’t as clear as I want you to light candles, kiss my neck 
and undress me slowly before going down on me.’
Take turns initiating and coming up with creative ways to seduce 
each other. Make it a game and be playful!
Tell them why you want them to initiate and offer encouragement. 
‘I love the way you make love to me. And I want to know that you 
want me. When you come onto me, it makes me feel sexy and 
makes the sex so much hotter.’

Make requests – not complaints. Most of us wait until we’re 
frustrated to talk about sex and consequently, we don’t approach 
the conversation from a constructive, effective perspective. Talk 
about sex when you’re feeling good — not just when you’re feeling 
frustrated. ‘I would love you to throw me down on the couch or 
wake me with a kiss’ is going to be more positively received than, 
‘You never initiate and I’m sick of doing all the work.’

3. Spend time apart to reap some of these benefits:

You create an opportunity to miss each other. When you miss each 
other, it can help to reignite the spark as your brains and bodies are 
reminded of the feelings you experienced when you first met.
You stop taking one another for granted. Time apart leads you to 
noticing your partner more – look, admire and soak it in!

A reduction in the number of silly, petty fights you have when 
you’re together all the time. You have more exciting things to share 
and talk about when you’re together. You become more exciting 
when you’re apart, as you experience a sense of mystery. You gain 
a sense of independence that can help to boost 
self-esteem. 

When you spend time apart, you don’t rely on one another to share 
tasks and you’re reminded that you can survive and thrive on 
your own.

4. Use lube and toys! 

The slippery stuff makes sex more pleasurable (check out 
Astroglide Natural or Diamond Gel), increases the likelihood of 
orgasm and allows you to play with more positions and techniques.

Vibrator use is associated with a range of benefits. Many 
couples report that simply trying a vibrator encourages them to 
communicate about sex more openly. They’re more likely to talk 
about what they like in terms of speed, pressure, rhythm, angle and 
position when using a vibrator and this communication extends into 
other areas of their sex life and relationship.

5.   When it’s time to get it on, begin with sensual
touch instead of going straight to the genitals.

This can encourage you to discover new pathways to pleasure and 
inject novelty into your sexual routine. Try one of these 
massage strokes:

Spider pulls are the perfect way to draw awareness and blood to 
the surface of their skin. Start with your fingers outstretched and 
the pads of your fingertips resting gently against their skin. Slowly 
and gently pull all five finger togethers into the centre with the 
lightest touch possible.

Rain drops produce a tingling sensation as you gently flutter the 
backs of your fingertips along their most sensitive regions. Start 
with their spine, underarms, shoulder blades and butt cheeks.

Finger Stripes allow you to draw erotic energy to a focused area 
of their body. Cover all five fingers in oil and run them in a straight 
line down the backs of their thighs, inner arms or abdomen. Then 
retrace your path using your middle knuckles on the back of 
your hand.
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Kinky
Emojis

BDSMemo.com

©
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conversation

join 
the
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Sponsors






